FOR-PUBLIC-RELEASE

FORM - Notice of Arrangement: Electricity Supply to a New Subdivision / Allotment

CEFD6016

Notice of Arrangement: Electricity Supply to a New Subdivision / Allotment

Essential Energy Project No: 
Issued Date: 

The General Manager
Byron Shire Council
PO Box 219
Mullumbimby NSW 2482

Dear Sir/Madam

RE: Subdivision - 

Essential Energy wishes to advise that satisfactory arrangements have been made for the provision of electricity supply to the proposed 

The issue of this Notice of Arrangement is subject to the following conditions:

- The provision of low voltage (250/433 volts) supply to any premises located on these allotments will be at the future lot owner’s expense.

- The issue of this Notice is based on subdivision plan as attached to this Notice showing the proposed lot boundaries and electricity easements (if necessary) which comply with Essential Energy's requirements. Should a different Version of the subdivision plan be subsequently registered at LPMA, this Notice is no longer valid. If the registration of the subdivision plan creates electricity easements in favour of Essential Energy, a copy of the registered plan and s88B Instrument must be forwarded to Essential Energy following registration

Yours faithfully

For Manager Quality Assurance

31 March 2011 - Issue 4

Approved By: Executive General Manager Engineering Services
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